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Cover. Andrew Swift, walking the old water race from the Western Spur to the Victoria 
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 Peter Ward at the Eureka, at 
Tucker Creek, 2007

 Peter is a researcher of this area’s 
mining heritage, and compiler of 
these notes. His notes on the reef 
mining history of the Wentworth are 
also available as a companion to 
these more general notes.

 Gavin Keating, at the mouth of 
the Palmerston ‘lower adit’ 
(Grant), 2007

 Gavin has taken most of the fine 
photographs in these booklets, as 
well as having done early research, 
and organising all our field trips.  

    Peter                                  Gavin                                     Fred

 The bush fires that swept Victoria’s High Country in the Summer of 2006-7 exposed 
large areas of our mining and cultural heritage, giving opportunity to map and 
photograph many artefacts of our history that had not been visible for generations.
  It was a brief window of opportunity, and one that closed quickly. The bush, lacking 
overstory, quickly regenerated with a forest floor thicker with scrub than before, and 
once again our history was hidden.

 During that brief window, Peter, Gavin and Fred walked many of these areas, recording 
and photographing.

A very brief

Fred Sargent,  at Union Spur 
(Grant), 2007

 Fred has visited, mapped and 
researched over five thousand 
mines in Victoria’s North East, 
Upper Dargo, Grant and Normanby 
areas.
Fred’s mind is forensic, with 
exacting recall of detail.  

http://www.exceworks.com/Goldfields


A deviation off the Eldorado walking track, which winds from Grant down to the Crooked river, can take 
you to a breathtaking gorge, with isolated mine and small battery high in the head of the Victoria Creek. 
This mine on the Great Western lease, together with the Victoria leases are linked by well defined 
walking tracks to a common battery and treatment site about midway between the mines. 
It is a walk for the seriously interested only, and gives a wonderful sense of the isolation and extreme 
conditions under which early miners worked. 

Why visit this complex? 
A well preserved battery and treatment site for the Victoria mines, linked to these mines 

by a wide track, ending in a steep tramway. Just the cut steps holding the sleepers remain of this 
tramway, and it is essential to walk down these to the battery site below. (Just a few metal artifacts 
remain) 

At the treatment site see 5 hut sites, and chimneys associated with boiler roasting 
process. Also find the brake band and wheel sets of the tramway wagons in the gully below the 
treatment site, together with a broken 18” belt pulley. 

Just above this site, the track to the Western mine higher up the gully begins. It 
appears that this track was originally the water race for the Victoria battery. 

Walk this wonderful track to find, high above in the gorge, the remains of the New 
Bendigo battery, with two stamp plates visible and parts of the boiler brickwork. (Some lack of 
track definition the last 50 metres caused by rock slides) The breath taking scenery as you walk 
around the gorge wall, with its waterfall, is the greatest treat of the Grant Historic area. 

Finally, turn the corner from the tiny battery site, continue up the gully 50m until the 
track disappears. Cross the creek, and the mullock indicates an adit 30m above, one of the Great 
Western's three. Halfway up the mullock, take a “ track” starting on your right, which runs 20m and 
then switches back to the mine entrance. It also goes on, bearing right, to a load platform andthree 
huts above, and as you climb back to Mc Millan’s track you will find the Traills adit on the Oro 
lease. 

Photos taken along the track from the 
Victoria Battery  to the small battery of the 
Western (New Bendigo) mine high up on 
the Western-most branch of the Victoria 
Creek. (Originally a water race)

 Prior to the burning and abandonment of 
the Victoria battery in 1869, this “track” was 
actually the water race to that battery.  A 
re-cut section close to the battery shows 
that someone got the levels wrong!

Lower left: Waterfall at junction of 
Palmerston and Western Creeks. 

Research by Peter Ward.
Photography by Gavin Keating. 

These notes include original and Copyright drawings by Fred Sargent, used 
with permission. I also include material from Fred's extensive collection, and 
gratefully acknowledge his extensive voluntary research and field work in 
documenting, mapping and recording the mines of Victoria's North East.

Read in conjunction, #31 “Victoria Mine and Battery”

At the Victoria Battery, totally 
clear, but possibly now totally 
consumed in undergrowth.



Newspaper reports of the time show that the Victoria battery burned in 1869, and the New 
Bendigo company erected their own machinery closer to the mine.

Gippsland Times, Oct 1867
 “The Great Western (New Bendigo) have about 40 tons at the Victorian machine, and commenced 
crushing on Monday; they will have about 80 tons more ready to run into the mill before the first lot is 
finished; they are stoping from the upper and middle level, and are-raising payable looking stone ; they 
have got the roof some distance beyond where it had been previously supposed to have run out; the reef 
will average over a foot in width. After they, finish this crushing they intend extending the middle level 
and opening out the mine at a depth of 70 feet below the middle level, and will employ about ten men in 
the mine. Altogether the appearance of this mine has improved considerably since I saw it last, and at 
present looks
 as if it would continue.” (1)

Gippsland Times, 12 Nov 1867
  “The Great Western (New Bendigo), are trucking down stone from the large blow to the Victorian 
machine. This lot will be crushed to test it's value. They are still driving between the middle and lower 
level, and also raising stone from the upper level. The appearance of the mine at present is encouraging, 
and it will, I believe, pay well.” (1)

Gippsland Times, Nov 1867
 “The New Bendigo are opening out a level at a depth of 70 feet below the Middle level, and are still 
continuing their , upper level.  They have a very large blow i of quartz, from which they intend crushing 
40 tons as a trial, and if it pays, they' will nearly be able to keep the mill going.”(1)
 
 Gippsland Times, Jul 1869 
 “The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim have finished connecting the upper and lower levels, so that all 
the stone can now be taken out at the low level. The is in fine working order. The vein will average a foot 
in width, and shows very good gold, the pyrites in this reef are   about the richest I have seen. They have 
a good stream of water close to the lower level, and had they the means of crushing at hand, this would 
be valuable property. The company made an offer for the Victoria machine before it was burnt, but were 
unable to make any terms with the proprietor. I visited the ruins of the mill this week, and found it in a 
fair way of being eaten up with rust. The fly wheel is resting on the ground, in fact the whole is in such-a 
state that it is difficult to distinguish  brass from iron, and if left in its present state, will in a few 
months be utterly valueless. And yet, strange as it may appear, this machine is only about 400 yards 
from the New Bendigo Claim, but the owner of the mill prefers having the  ruins, and leaving them to 
become utterly valueless, rather than make any terms to allow of being used.There is no accounting for 
taste. I heard the ruins called the proprietors folly, a name that certainly seemed very appropriate.”(1)

1. Author “OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT”, “Gippsland Times”, Date as per header, P2, retrieved from trove.nla.gov.au, 17/7/2014

CAVEAT: After several parties walked the lease, all failed to find adits on three levels. There is a possibility the Company was acually working 
the old Victoria lease.

 
  
  
  
   

  
 
    
 
 

 
 
 
 

Explaining the name changes associated with this lease.

GREAT WESTERN Crooked R 131 648
The old lease plan shows this as the WESTERN prospecting claim, and it was later worked as the NEW 
BENDIGO then the NEW VICTORIA then the ANCHOR OF HOPE. In the days of the Prospecting claim it was 
referred to as the GREAT WESTERN.
The adit is just above the creek on a very steep slope in the gorge close to the waterfall and the three 
head battery.
Shown on the old lease plans as the Western claim, it is within leases 296 Beechworth (unnamed) and 
171 Gippsland
                                                                Source: Fred Sargent's unpublished research notes.

Whilst these pages include a visit to the Victoria adits, the references target the mines 
of the Western Lease, Western Spur, at the junction of Perseverence and Victoria 
Creeks. The Victoria mine is covered in a separate note.



Snippets!
 
Gippsland Times, Nov 1869
 The New Bendigo claim (better known as the Great Western) has been purchased by Mr C. S. 
Holme for a round sum. The Victoria machine is to be re moved immediately and re-erected 
near the workings, and this really valuable mine will now be worked with some prospect of 
success (2)
 
Gippsland Times,22 Feb 1870
Reports New Bendigo have finished building in their boiler, started erecting engine and battery

Gippsland Times, 24 May 1870  Reports the new machinery tested their machinery satisfactorily.

The “Eldorado Hotel on Victoria Spur”;
 The Victoria and Western Spurs were well explored on three occasions by experienced researchers, 
including Andrew Swift and Fred Savage, after the 2006 fires which burned the slopes absolutely clear.  
The only possible candidates for this hotel would be the large double chimney site on the east side of the 
Victoria battery

Gippsland Times,15 Feb 1866
 “The particulars of a fight between a snake and a cat (says the Crooked River Chronicle) are 
given us by Mr. Dalton, of the Eldorado Hotel, Victoria spur. On Saturday last he observed the 
cat belonging to the house spring out into the road on some object of her dislike. The hissing 
and spitting which followed induced him to go out and see what was the matter, when he saw a 
large black snake making for the door, and the feline domestic stoutly opposing its entrance.
 Seizing a shovel, Mr. Dalton assisted puss in destroying the dangerous visitor, which 
fortunately had not managed to bite its enemy”(2)

2. Author “OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT”, “Gippsland Times”, date as per header,, retrieved from trove.nla.gov.au, 17/7/2014

Above. Three pictures taken at the site of the Victoria Battery. (Courtesy Andrew Swift)
 A total of five hut sites, and many artifacts are scattered about. This battery was burned to 
the ground in early 1869



From top left;
1.Entrance to what is believed to be the drive between the upper and lower adit of the New Bendigo 
(always referred to locally as the Great Western.

2. Brickwork on which the boiler sat for the New Bendigo boiler. This battery was set into a cliff face,
At the junction of Victoria creek east and west branches.

3. Battery stamp plates. Very worn, and of a very early style.

4. At a hut site level with the loading platform we found this strange storage. Not an oven (no soot, no flu)
  Well sealed even today. Perhaps a crude “magazine”

5. Loading platform above the New Bendigo battery. A large platform, but we never were able to
 find the upper and lower drives!

6. Climbing from drive to platform.



Walk off onto the Eldorado walk track at 573720 5850243 (1)  and follow the formed path. 
At the lower end of the “switchback”, at 512847 5865675 (2) continue on down following the spur 
as it bears right until you meet an 2.2m  wide formed track. Turn right to explore the Victoria (3), 
return and follow left until track ends at the head of the descending Tramway to the Victoria battery. 
Walk down the steep  ex-tramway to the battery at 512821  5864714 (4) to find the huts and relics.

Just above this battery, at 512851 5864750, find the race/ track that leads to the battery 
and mine higher up on the Victoria Creek. The mine is 100m around the corner from the small 
cut out holding the battery, and high up on your right (5). 513205 5864959. Look for the strewn
quartz! This is track includes possibly the most spectacular gorge and waterfall in the 
Grant Historic Area. Allow six hours for return trip. 

Key Points:-
On spur to Vic Creek. Good Quartz strewn scratch 512914 5865311
On  8' TK to the Victoria lease mines, dozed in 1970's          512616 5865131
Victoria, cut-out below adits (1970's drill site?)  512667 5865365
Engineer's shop and huts above at Victoria                 512657 5865447
START descending tramway for Victoria ore  512770 5864960
Lower end of descending tramway                                512792 5864760
Battery. Huts,  fireplaces, flues, relics                              512821 5864714
Brake band for tramway                                       512790 5864615
Cut starts track to mine at head of Vic Ck gully              512851 5864750
Battery in rock cut-out, head of Vic Ck gully              513157 5864886
MINE above Victoria Ck gully, “Great Western”   513205 5864959
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GPSVisualizer is a free online service. Details for creating this display as an active (clickable) map follow.
.Benefit of an active map is that you can click any point and the note associated pops up

We walked off here,did a big
anticlockwise  loop

Traill's “Oro”

Victoria Battery

Victoria adits

A very steep climb, no track, from 
Great Western adit to huts above

NOT RECOMMENDED to go from
EAST to WEST from huts to Great Western 
Adit

Follow Grant to Crooked River mining track to this point

A well defined walking track descends from 
Grant, to the Crooked River. It starts close to 
where the track into the Grant township area 
leaves McMillan's Rd. Unfortunately I failed to 
GPS log the section closest to the township.



NAME,DESC,TIME,LATITUDE,LONGITUDE
1,8:25:17am,Car parked at grant ,-37.34633,147.15140
2,8:50:32am,centre tk cut going down ridge,-37.35395,147.14271
3,8:52:10am,"Prospect , 6m deep, squared, no name, on ridge",-37.35372,147.14223
4,9:02:01am,,-37.35515,147.14458
5,9:13:11am,"scratch 8' long fat Qtz seam, prospect only",-37.35876,147.14576
6,9:19:21am,,-37.35970,147.14485
7,9:34:27am,"769m Iron shaft w broken hub, used as a dolly?",-37.35841,147.14311
8,9:40:24am,"772, squared at lower Victoria. Head of winding gear or battery place",-37.35816,147.14313
9,9:46:27am,"766 lower anvil, tang broken off, ",-37.35837,147.14310
10,1:17:18pm,"620 cut 24x9, battery dies, square, bits below on steep slope",-37.36268,147.14858
11,10:08:05am,"824 Lge hutsite, lot glass, 3m x 5m",-37.35725,147.14318
12,10:22:42am,"830 Upper end of reef, hut, another 40' west",-37.35747,147.14385
13,10:31:40am,"824 Adit to east of Vic cluster, 300m 30 E of N for 50m",-37.35866,147.14448
14,11:05:24am,"771 back on tk, Stackpoles mine directly above . ",-37.35883,147.14346
15,11:06:37am,On track to  head of tramway descends.,-37.35917,147.14305
16,11:07:10am,,-37.35934,147.14290
17,11:08:11am,,-37.35956,147.14264
18,11:09:17am,,-37.35995,147.14256
19,11:12:47am,,-37.36075,147.14243
20,11:15:34am,,-37.36164,147.14333
21,11:17:52am,736 head of tramway descends,-37.36188,147.14419
22,11:26:45am,,-37.36235,147.14426
23,11:31:46am,"672m broken wheel 18""",-37.36284,147.14437
24,11:35:49am,637 more broken wheel,-37.36348,147.14443
25,12:29:54pm,606 Center Victoria battery site,-37.36394,147.14470
26,12:35:48pm,609m Axle from 2 hd Hut ,-37.36398,147.14503
27,12:36:28pm,"machinery, glass",-37.36412,147.14509
28,12:38:52pm,605 lge platform 2 huts or at least 2 chims,-37.36422,147.14537
29,12:42:27pm,599 wheel from ore wagon,-37.36437,147.14530
30,12:49:04pm,"611 lge hutsite 1 chim, hearth piles at other",-37.36393,147.14523
31,12:50:28pm,"612 small hut, neat chim pile",-37.36394,147.14533
32,12:53:16pm,"619 hut and chim, 8x12",-37.36368,147.14533
33,12:57:44pm,,-37.36374,147.14554
34,1:13:18pm,622 side wall of cornish boiler,-37.36266,147.14887
35,12:59:49pm,,-37.36347,147.14595
36,2:09:32pm,687 cut out area,-37.36228,147.14971
37,2:18:40pm,"711 glass, pottery on steeep slope",-37.36260,147.14992
38,2:22:00pm,"727 single hut, frypan",-37.36264,147.15031
39,2:22:45pm,728 oven or grave close to hut,-37.36245,147.15034
40,2:25:35pm,,-37.36259,147.15032
41,2:39:02pm,,-37.36258,147.15045
42,2:39:06pm,"730 hutsite looking across at Kennedy lease, mine at same lvl ",-37.36257,147.15045
43,2:57:24pm,"778 flat, lots of glass",-37.36175,147.15215
44,3:03:58pm,,-37.36160,147.15242
45,3:30:18pm,,-37.36072,147.15478
46,3:38:50pm,"780 hut, lots of glass",-37.36052,147.15565
47,3:39:12pm,,-37.36052,147.15561
48,3:48:41pm,"939 shaft, stope close runs down",-37.36026,147.15651
49,3:50:04pm,939 stopes to surface,-37.36017,147.15649
50,3:52:23pm,stope-out,-37.35997,147.15639
51,3:58:19pm,"917 mine entrance Traills, Oro lease, ",-37.36059,147.15640
52,5:01:55pm,,-37.35941,147.15784
53,5:08:18pm,,-37.35899,147.15876
54,5:36:50pm,,-37.35664,147.16283
55,6:02:47pm,,-37.34636,147.15138

Comma delimited Data set for use in GPSVisualizer.  Copy and paste into a notepad file, save as 
Victoria.csv (not a .txt) file. Remember to include the header line.

Import into GPSVisualizer, a free online  service that provides an active map. You can click on any point 
and  see the associated note. ( http://www.gpsvisualizer.com )



The original Victoria battery site again.



Detailed Waypoints.

1 -37.34633 147.1514 27-OCT-07 8:25:17AM   Car parked at Grant 667   134
2 -37.35395 147.14271 27-OCT-07 8:50:32AM   centre tk cut going down ridge 658   126
3 -37.35372 147.14223 27-OCT-07 8:52:10AM   Prospect , 6m deep, squared, no name, on ridge659   126
4 -37.35515 147.14458 27-OCT-07 9:02:01AM 657   128
5 -37.35876 147.14576 27-OCT-07 9:13:11AM    8' long fat Qtz seam, prospect only 653   129
6 -37.3597 147.14485 27-OCT-07 9:19:21AM 652   128
7 -37.35841 147.14311 27-OCT-07 9:34:27AM   769m Iron shaft used as a dolly? 654   127
8 -37.35816 147.14313 27-OCT-07 9:40:24AM   772m, Platform below adits 654   127
9 -37.35837 147.1431 27-OCT-07 9:46:27AM   766m lower anvil, tang broken off, 654   127
10 -37.35725 147.14318 27-OCT-07 10:08:05AM  824m Lge hutsite, lot glass, 3m x 5m 655   127
11 -37.35747 147.14385 27-OCT-07 10:22:42AM  830m Upper end of reef, hut, another 40' west655   127
12 -37.35866 147.14448 27-OCT-07 10:31:40AM   824m Adit to east of Vic cluster 653   128
13 -37.35883 147.14346 27-OCT-07 11:05:24AM   771m back on tk, Stackpoles above 653   127
14 -37.35917 147.14305 27-OCT-07 11:06:37AM   On track to head of tramway 653   127
15 -37.35934 147.1429 27-OCT-07 11:07:10AM 652   127
16 -37.35956 147.14264 27-OCT-07 11:08:11AM 652   126
17 -37.35995 147.14256 27-OCT-07 11:09:17AM 652   126
18 -37.36075 147.14243 27-OCT-07 11:12:47AM 651   126
19 -37.36164 147.14333 27-OCT-07 11:15:34AM 650   127
20 -37.36188 147.14419 27-OCT-07 11:17:52AM   736m head of tramway to Vic Batt 650   128
21 -37.36235 147.14426 27-OCT-07 11:26:45AM 649   128
22 -37.36284 147.14437 27-OCT-07 11:31:46AM   672m  broken wheel 18" 649   128
23 -37.36348 147.14443 27-OCT-07 11:35:49AM   637m more broken wheel 648   128
24 -37.36394 147.1447 27-OCT-07 12:29:54PM   606m  Center Victoria battery site 647   128
25 -37.36398 147.14503 27-OCT-07 12:35:48PM   609m Axle from 2 hd Hut 647   128
26 -37.36412 147.14509 27-OCT-07 12:36:28PM   machinery, glass 647   128
27 -37.36422 147.14537 27-OCT-07 12:38:52PM  605m   lge platform 2 huts or at least 2 chims647   129
28 -37.36437 147.1453 27-OCT-07 12:42:27PM   599m wheel from ore wagon 647   129
29 -37.36393 147.14523 27-OCT-07 12:49:04PM   611m lge hutsite 1 chim, hearth piles at other647   129
30 -37.36394 147.14533 27-OCT-07 12:50:28PM   612m small hut, neat chim pile 647   129
31 -37.36368 147.14533 27-OCT-07 12:53:16PM   619m  hut and chim, 8x12 648   129



32 -37.36374 147.14554 27-OCT-07 12:57:44PM 648   129
33 -37.36347 147.14595 27-OCT-07 12:59:49PM 648   129
34 -37.36266 147.14887 27-OCT-07 1:13:18PM   622m side wall of cornish boiler, New Bendigo649   132
35 -37.36268 147.14858 27-OCT-07 1:17:18PM   620m rock cut, 24x9, battery bits 649   132
36 -37.36228 147.14971 27-OCT-07 2:09:32PM   687m cut out area 649   133
37 -37.3626 147.14992 27-OCT-07 2:18:40PM   711m glass, pottery on steep slope 649   133
38 -37.36264 147.15031 27-OCT-07 2:22:00PM   727m single hut, frypan 649   133
39 -37.36245 147.15034 27-OCT-07 2:22:45PM    728m oven or magazine close to hut 649   133
40 -37.36259 147.15032 27-OCT-07 2:25:35PM 649   133
41 -37.36258 147.15045 27-OCT-07 2:39:02PM 649   133
42 -37.36257 147.15045 27-OCT-07 2:39:06PM   730m hutsite. Looking across at Kennedy649   133
43 -37.36175 147.15215 27-OCT-07 2:57:24PM   778m  flat, lots of glass 650   135
44 -37.3616 147.15242 27-OCT-07 3:03:58PM 650   135
45 -37.36072 147.15478 27-OCT-07 3:30:18PM 651   137
46 -37.36052 147.15565 27-OCT-07 3:38:50PM   780m hut, lots of glass 651   138
47 -37.36052 147.15561 27-OCT-07 3:39:12PM 651   138
48 -37.36026 147.15651 27-OCT-07 3:48:41PM   939m shaft, stope close runs down 651   139
49 -37.36017 147.15649 27-OCT-07 3:50:04PM   939m stopes to surface 652   139
50 -37.35997 147.15639 27-OCT-07 3:52:23PM   Stopeout 652   138
51 -37.36059 147.1564 27-OCT-07 3:58:19PM   Mine entrance Traills. 651   138
52 -37.35941 147.15784 27-OCT-07 5:01:55PM 652   140
53 -37.35899 147.15876 27-OCT-07 5:08:18PM 653   141
54 -37.35664 147.16283 27-OCT-07 5:36:50PM 655   144
55 -37.34636 147.15138 27-OCT-07 6:02:47PM   Returned! 667   134



Map overlay by Fred Sargent, in whom all Copyright resides. Reproduced with permission.

Fred Sergent has suggested a possible location for the Victoria Hotel, where a large hut site with an enormous 
steel lintel was found. 
 In view of the note in Gippsland Times,15 Feb 1866 there may be an alternative
 “The particulars of a fight between a snake and a cat (says the Crooked River Chronicle) are given us 
by Mr. Dalton, of the Eldorado Hotel, Victoria spur. 
It is possible the Victoria Hotel is actually this hotel, and is possibly the very large building close to the Victoria 
battery.



Original drawings by Fred Sargent, in whom 
Copyright resides. Used with permission.

This mine sits 25m above Palmerston Creek, less
Than 100m from its waterfall junction with 
Western Creek. At that junction was the remains 
of a Cornish boilerv brickwork, and small square 
stamp plates. A cut into the rock face was the 
battery location. Later a water race went from this 
location to the Victoria battery.



 
1865, May 17 The machinery for the Good Hope, Victoria, Great Western, Jolly Sailor’s, and Jungle Reefs will shortly be erected. -Gippsland 
Times 
 
1865, July 26 The Great Western company is crushing, but do not intend washing up for another week, when the…. Will be known. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1865, August 3 Great Western, Crooked River  -The company's operations have been greatly retarded by the severity of the weather, but 
they have been enabled to get down to the Victoria Company's mill eighty tons of quartz, which gave a return of eighty-five ounces of gold. A 
large quantity of quartz is ready, but the snow causes the quartz to choke the shoot, and so temporarily suspends the crushing. -Argus 
 
1865, August 5 

-
Australasian  
 
1865, August 29 Little is known this week of returns from either Victoria or Great Western Companies, or of the reefs in those claims.-Age 
 
1865, October 11 The Great Western has had a washing up, which has given a return of two ounces to the ton.  This return has agreeably 
surprised several parties who barely expected as much. -Gippsland Times 
 
1865, October  14 The mining manager at the Great Western Quartz Mining Co states that after crushing 100 tons of quartz at the Victoria 
Company’s mill, he found a return of 180 oz 16 dwt. The yield was expected to be larger from the appearance of the stone, and it is intended, by 
burning the next quartz, to endeavour to save more gold, as it is confidently believed that a quantity is carried away in other metallic substances. 
The shaft in the tunnel is now down thirteen feet, and the ref is 2 ft 6 ins thick with rough gold in it. -Gippsland Times 
 
1865, October 30 
MINING MEETING. 
GREAT WESTERN (CROOKED RIVER) 
QUARTZ MINING COMPANY. 
A meeting of the shareholders of this company was held on Saturday at the office, Annand-chambers, Queen-street, Mr. A Stack pool in the 
chair. The balance-sheet, which had been duly audited, showed on the one hand, liabilities-crushing, £135, and legal manager, £713 ; and on the 
other, assets-mining manager, £496. 2d cash £6 7s.ld., and uncalled capital £7,320. The mining manager's report stated that the top level of the 
reef was worked out. It had yielded 325 tons, averaging 18dwt. 21gr. per ton. The last 100 tons of stone crushed from the mine yielded 100 oz. In 
the present workings the reef is two feet and a-half thick and there is rough gold in it The balance-sheet and the auditors' report were adopted, 
and this terminated the business of the meeting. -Argus 
 
1865, November 4 

-Australasian 

 

Chronological development of the Great Western, Fred Sargent's notes

Research, extracted, corrected by Fred Sargent. Reproduced with acknowledgment. 



1865, November 27 
 

- Bendigo Advertiser 
 
1866, February 23 Tho Great Western Company are Still going on with their lower level, and may strike the reef at thirty feet ; the Victoria 
company are still driving.-Age 
 
1866, April 6 The Anchor Prospecting Claim crushed a small parcel of stone, at the Jungle Machine, the yield being too poor to pay 
expenses-Gippsland Times 
 
1866, June 13 
HALIFAX V. STACKPOOLE. 
An action to recover a balance of £109 alleged to be due on a contract for the purchase by defendant from plaintiff of a one eighth share of the 
Great Western Claim, Crooked River, and Wood’s Point. The terms of the contract were that the price, £300, should be paid £200 in cash, and 
“the balance to be paid out of the first crushing. The main question was, what is the meaning of the above terms, that the balance should be 
paid out of the first crushing whether they  mean out of the net proceeds after payment of expenses of crushing, or out of the value of the gold 
before deduction of expenses. The defendant contended that the words have by the custom of the gold-fields the definite meaning of net 
proceeds after defraying expenses; and he relied on the fact that he has not since his purchase received any net results-no dividends have been 
paid, but calls only, since the purchase of the share. The plaintiff denied the custom relied on, and said the words mean gross receipts; otherwise 
the payment might depend on the intentional extravagant management of one party to the bargain. -Argus 
 
1866, July 5 The Victoria machine has been started again. The manager at the Great Western having crushed 25 tons from the Great 
Western, the yield, I believe, being under an ounce to the ton. -Gippsland Times 
 
1866, July 7  
HALIFAX V. STACPOOLE. 
An action to recover "balance due by defendant to plaintiff on foot of the sale of one-eighth share in the Great Western Quartz-mining 
Company-£100." This action was brought on the following agreement: 
Sale, Sept. 29, 1861. 
" I have this day sold and given possession to Mr. Adam Stacpoole 1 (one-eighth) share in the Great Western Prospecting claim, situated on the 
left-hand branch of Jungle Creek, Crooked River , together with 1 (one eighth) share of all quartz; already raised, and all tools now in use on the 
claim, for the sum of three hundred pounds (£300), clear of all expenses to this date, payment to be made as follows, viz, two hundred pounds 
cash, and the balance to be paid out of the first crushings. 
"F. Halifax, " Witness-James Fletcher." 
At the trial the plaintiff gave evidence of a usage on the gold-fields in the Wood's Point district, that the words “out of the next crushings mean 
after payment of the expenses of those crushings, and that there had not been any surplus after payment of such expenses. Nonsuit points were 
reserved. The jury found for the defendant. A ruling was obtained for a nonsuit or new trial, on grounds that the memorandum of sale was not 
signed by the defendant, and that there was no evidence for the plaintiff to contradict the evidence for the defendant. as to the meaning of the 
words out of the first crushings in the Wood's Point gold-diggings district; and as to there being no balance after expenses on this share. The 
rule was argued on June 29, and judgment reserved. 
The Chief Justice.-This was a rule nisi for a nonsuit or new trial. The nonsuit was on the ground that the contract was a contract for the sale of 
land, and not for the sale of goods, and was not signed by the defendant; and that a portion of the plaintiff's own evidence showed a particular 
meaning to the words which the rest of that evidence did not contradict. The case was somewhat singular. The plaintiff was obliged to put in 
evidence the examination before a commission of the defendant himself, .and thus to make the defendant's evidence part of the plaintiff's case, 
the bill of sale being attached to the examination of the defendant before the commission. The defendant contended that from the evidence he 
gave it was proved in the plaintiff's case that the words, " out of the first crushings " meant in this case after the payment of expenses, and that 
there were no proceeds after payment of these expenses; and he therefore contended that he was entitled to a nonsuit on the plaintiff's 
evidence on those points. He also contended that the bill of sale was of land, and yet not signed by or on behalf of the defendant. It is scarcely 
necessary to go into the question whether this contract was for the sale of land, though if it were so, we think that the Gold-fields Act, which was 
referred to, does not alter the case by making that interest-an interest in a " claim " a chattel interest only. It is scarcely necessary to go into this 
question, as we think there was in fact a sufficient memorandum in writing within the Statute of Frauds. This memorandum, written by the 
vendor, and signed at foot by him, contains the name of the purchaser; and it was for the jury to say whether under the circumstances that was 
not a signature for the purchaser also. Supposing it to have been an interest in land, we think there was sufficient evidence of compliance with 
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the statute to go to the jury. On the other point, as to the meaning of the words "out of the first crushing?," the defendant did not put it that this 
was a document the construction of which was for the Court, but tendered evidence of a usage-that these words are used in a particular sense 
by a particular class of persons; that is, in the sense of " out of the proceeds of the first crushing after payment of the expenses of such 
crushing." It appears to us certainly dangerous to accept the finding of a jury on such a practice with reference to an undefined class of persons 
In an undefined district [as we understood his Honour], the boundaries of which are not clearly ascertained. The practice may obtain in one part 
of the Wood's Point district, and yet not obtain in another-not be part of the common understanding in the whole of that district. In fact, the 
practice may vary in each part of the district ad infinitum. A usage may grow up in a district and form an implied portion of the contracts made 
there, but it ought to be proved on most satisfactory evidence. The jury must have found in this case that the usage aid not exist ; but I think it 
right to say that, if requited to construe this agreement, the Court would have arrived at the same conclusion upon its terms that the jury came 
to on the evidence of usage. [His Honour went into reasons in support of this construction, if the Court had found it necessary to construe the 
judgement.] But we think it unwise for the judge to interfere with the discretion of counsel in the conduct of a case at the trial. If nonsuit points 
are not raised by counsel, the Court will not raise them. This course is adopted advisedly. It is a more convenient course of business, and one 
which on the whole contributes most to justice between the parties, that counsel at the trial should shape their case according to their own 
views at the trial, and that parties should after that abide by the mode in which the case was put at the trial. We think the rule should be 
discharged; but, under the circumstances, without costs. 
Rule nisi for nonsuit or now trial discharged, without costs. 
Mr. Wood asked permission to intervene, and suggest that the cases say that if the objection was one which could have been met at the trial it 
may not be raised afterwards, if not raised at the trial; but if it were one which could not have been met at the trial it may be afterwards raised, 
though omitted at the trial. Here the objection was one of law which could not have been met. 
The Chief Justice referred to Halfey v. Cole. He added,-~In this instance counsel did not object that this contract would not bear a certain court 
action, but sought by evidence of usage to import an addition into the contract. He contended that the document could not be construed 
without the light of usage, and offered the evidence of that usage. Surely an objection turning on that was a nonsuit point. 
Mr. Wood.-It is a point that if taken could not have been met on the other side. 
The Chief Justice.-It is a point which we take now, but only to account for our not discharging the rule with costs. For any other purpose, we 
think the Court ought not raise nonsuit points which neither side raised at the trial. We will look at any cases you may find, but think they will not 
alter our decision, -Argus 
 
1866, August  1 Great Western Quartz Mining Co , Crooked River  Assets: cash at bank L5 15s 1d; unpaid calls L685; uncalled capital L5720-
L6410 15s 1d Liabilities: legal manager L14 7s 8d; mining manager L60; contracts L100 11s 3d; wages L30 10s; Colonial Bank, Grant L196 6s 2d 
sundry debts L32 10s; balance of accounts L5056 15s 10d-L6410 15s 1d-Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser  
 
1866, August 8 The Victoria machine has been crushing for the Great Western this week, but has not washed up. Negotiations for an 
amalgamation of the two compa nies are in progress, but the terms not, finally set-   
tled. This arrangement will save the expenses of double management. -Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser  
 
1866, August 8 WARDENS COURT. 
Wednesday, 1st August (Before Mr. Warden Butler.) 
 Robinson, Hughes, Adams, and Lachlan v. Great Western Quartz-mining Company — Claim for wages. Mr. Spong. for plaintiff, applied to have 
the case adjourned till 5th September. Granted. -Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser  
 
1866, August  15 Ten tons from the Great Western tunnel, crushed at the Victoria machine, has given a return of 18 dwt to the ton.-Gippsland 
Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser  
 
1867, January 15 WARDEN’S COURT 
  James Robinson and James Hughes v the Gt Western Quartz Mining Co (reg) Mr Spong, for plaintiffs, stated his clients had 
received the money, except a balance of £2 4s. In this case the contract had been made by a mining manager, and consequently was not legal. 
Mr Spong remarked that his clients were lucky to have got so much of the money. Case dismissed. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, May 21 The Great Western Company’s claim, which was lately registered by the Victoria Company, has been jumped this week, but 
the jumpers have very little show, as the company have had one man working on the claim ever since it was registered. -Gippsland Times 

 
1867, June 11  
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-Gippsland Times 
 
1867, June 29  The prospectors on the Great Western have started work, and are raising stone of payable quality.-Ovens & Murray 
Advertiser  
 
1867, August 10  The Great Western (New Bendigo) crushed, this week. 12 tons, at the Victoria machine. This lot was taken from a large 
blow and crushed as a trial. The yield was too poor to warrant crushing any more. They are now crushing about 40 tons from the reef, which is 
expected to yield a fair return.  
The New Bendigo have finished their second lot, the yield being under half an ounce-Ovens & Murray Advertiser 
 
1867, August  27 The Great Western (New Bendigo) have over 100 tons ready for the mill, and have called tenders for packing to the Britannia 
Company’s machine. This lot was easily raised, and is expected to yield over an ounce to the ton. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, September 10 The Great Western (New Bendigo) have let a tender for packing 100 tons to the Britannia machine. The yield is expected to 
be over an ounce to the ton. This will pay well, the stone being easily raised. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, September 17 The New Bendigo have been waiting for pack horses, and will commence packing to the Britannia machine on Monday. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1867, September  28 The Great Western (New Victoria) have packed about 16 tons to the Britannia machine, and have ceased packing 
in consequence of having made arrangements with the purchasers of the Victoria machine to crush for them. By arrangement the shareholders 
will save twelve shillings per ton, the price paid for packing. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, October 8 The Great Western (New Bendigo) crushed during the week, sixteen tons at the Britannia machine, which yielded to within a 
fraction of an ounce to the ton. The remaining portion of the stone will be crushed at the Victoria machine, and at the present yield will pay 
splendidly. They have commenced running down the stone to the mill, and will commence crushing next week. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, October 15 The Great Western (New Bendigo) have about 40 tons at the Victorian machine, and commenced crushing Monday; they will 
have about 30 tons more ready to run into the mill before the first lot is finished; they are stoping from the upper and middle level, and are 
raising payable looking stone; they have got the reef some distance beyond where it had been previously supposed to have ran out; the reef will 
average over a foot in width. After they finish this crushing they intend extending the middle level and opening out the mine at a depth of 70 
feet below the middle level, and will employ about ten men in the mine. Altogether the appearance of this mine has improved considerably since 
I saw it last; and at present looks as if it would continue. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, October 19 The Great Western (New Bendigo) have about 40 tons at the Victorian machine, and commenced crushing on Monday; they 
will have about 30 tons more ready to run into the mill before the first lot is finished; they are stoping from the upper and middle level, and are 
raising payable looking stone; they have got the reef some distance beyond where it had been previously supposed to have run out; the reef will 
average over a foot in width. After they finish this crushing they intend extending the middle level and opening out the mine at a depth of 
70 feet below the middle level, and will employ about ten men in the mine. Altogether the appearance of this mine has improved considerably 
since I saw it last, and at present looks as if it would continue,-Ovens & Murray Advertiser  
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1867, October 22 
 

-Gippsland Times 
 
1867, November 3 The New Bendigo are opening out a level at a depth of 70 feet below the Middle level, and are still continuing their upper 
level. They have a very large blow of quartz, from which they intend crushing 40 tons as a trial, and of it pays, they will nearly be able to keep the 
mill going. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, November 12 The Great Western (New Bendigo) are trucking down stone from the large blow to the Victoria machine. This lot will be 
crushed separately to test its value. They are still driving between the middle and lower level, and also raising stone from the upper level. The 
appearance of the mine at present is encouraging, and will, I believe, pay well. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, November 19 The Great Western (New Bendigo) crushed this week 12 tons at the Victoria machine. This lot was taken from a large blow 
and taken as a trial. The yield was too poor to warrant crushing any more. They are now crushing about 40 tons from the reef, which is expected 
to yield a fair return. They are still driving between the upper and lower levels and raising payable stone. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, November 19 The New Bendigo have finished their second lot, the yield being under half an ounce. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, January  18  The Great Western (New  Bendigo) crushed during the week 61 tons of stone at the Victoria machine, which yielded, 
irrespective of the blanketing, 45 ounces of retorted gold; they expect to get 12 ounces more. This yield will pay very fair wages. -Gippsland 
Times 
 
1868, January 25 The Great Western crushed during the week 61 tons of stone at the Victoria machine, which yielded, irrespective of the 
blanketing, 45 ounces of retorted gold ; they expect to get 12 ounces more. This yield will pay very fair wages. ,-Ovens & Murray Advertiser 
 
1868, March 5 The Great Western have struck the reef in the middle level, only a few feet beyond where it had formerly run out. They arc 
doping between the middle and lower levels, and are raising stone of about the same quality as the last lot crushed-Ovens & Murray Advertiser 
 
1868, March 24 The Great Western (New Bendigo) are putting in a fresh level about 50 feet below the middle level. They are in about 70 
feet, and the reef looks very fair. They will shortly commence stoping. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, May 5 The New Bendigo are raising stone from between the upper and lower level, of only a moderate quality. They have about 15 
tons out, which will scarcely pay them for the time they have been engaged taking it out. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, June 2 The Anchor have a few tons out which they intend crushing as a trial, but have been waiting for packers to carry the stone to 
the machine. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, June 23 The New Bendigo are stoping in the upper level, and have about 70 tons out, which is expected to average about an ounce 
to the ton. The upper tunnel, from which this stone has been taken, was left by the old Western Company in consequence of a break in the reef. 
The present party put the tunnel in about 30 feet and struck the reef again. They have also driven the lower level in about 40 feet, and have got 
payable gold; but it is very wet, and they intend leaving this part of the mine until summer. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, July 21 The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim are running their stone over to the Victoria machine. Some alterations are being made 
to the tables, on the conclusion of which they will commence. The yield is expected to be payable. On the conclusion of the crushing they will 
have six extra hands on. -Gippsland Times 
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1868, July 28 The New Bendigo will commence crushing about the beginning of the ensuing week, and will put through about 100 tons. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1868, August  4 The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim have started crushing at the Victoria machine, and from the appearance of the tables, 
the yield is expected to be over an ounce to the ton. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, August  18 The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim, finished washing up this week after putting through a little over 90 tons which yielded 
a trifle over an ounce to the ton. This yield will pay very well. In consequence of some disagreement with the Kent Company’s men who lately 
joined this claim, work has not yet been resumed. I have been informed on reliable authority that the prospector offered £1200 for the Victoria 
machine, which was sold some months back for £110. The offer was refused. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, October 10 The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim are still continuing their lower tunnel, and are in about 360 feet. The stone looks 
payable and the gold is much coarser. They will have about 150 feet above this level to stope out. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, October  27 The New Bendigo Prospecting Claim has suspended operations, in consequence of being unable to get their stone crushed. 
-Gippsland Times 
 
1869, May 1 

-Gippsland Times 
 
1869, July 13 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim have finished their shaft connecting the lower and middle levels, and will commence 
stoping at once. The stone is reported to be looking well. -Gippsland Times 
 
1869, July 27 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim have finished connecting the upper and lower levels, so that all the stone can now be 
taken out at the lower level, The …is in fine working order. The vein 

-Gippsland Times 
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1869, August 10 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim are raising some very fair stone from the stopes. And will crush a parcel at the Britannia 
machine on the Bengal lot being finished. I think there is some probability of machinery being put on this claim, and if so, I believe this will 
become valuable property. -Gippsland Times 
 
1869, August  24 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim are raising stone from the stopes, and will shortly commence packing to the Britannia 
machine. -Gippsland Times 
 
1869, September 25 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim are still busily engaged raising stone from the stopes of a fair description. 
Arrangements have been entered into for the erection of machinery in connection with this claim and they will not crush any stone until the 
plant is erected. -Gippsland Times 

 
1869, October 9 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim are still working from the stopes and raising fair stone. Arrangements have been 
entered into for the erection of machinery at once. -Gippsland Times 
 
1869, October 26 The New Bendigo Prospecting claim are still stoping out stone from the low level. The arrangements for erecting machinery 
on this claim have fallen through in consequence of the shareholders refusing to sign the stringent agreement prepared by the furnishers. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1869, December 9  The New Bendigo Company are progrossing with their cutting. I believe no tenders were received for removing 
their machinery. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, January  29 The New Bendigo Company are busily engaged in removing the machinery to the site, the boiler in its place, and they will 
commence building it in at once. All the timber is squared, and will be removed to the claim this week. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, February 22 The New Bendigo Company have finished building in their boiler and have started erecting the engine and battery. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1870, March 15 The New Bendigo Company will about     week, and are bringing down the bed logs for the battery, which will be 
proceeded with at once. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, March 26 The New Bendigo Company are rapidly pushing forward their works in connection with their battery. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, April 2 The Now Bendigo Company.-This company is, I believe, the only one that sustained no damage from the late rains. They are 
making very fair progress with their works. In nearly all the other mines it will take this week at least to repair the damages caused by the rains, 
so that no actual progress will be made before next week. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, April 12 The New Bendigo Company are now erecting their sheds over the battery, &c. The battery is completed except the tables, 
the stuff for which has not yet arrived. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, June 14  The Anchor of Hope Company (New Bendigo) washed up this week, from their first crushing, the yield being 
very satisfactory, giving an average of an ounce to the ton. The reef is strong and well defined, and with the present facilities for working would 
pay wail at half the amount of the present yield; and the present appearance of the mine is very permanent looking, and as far as it is possible to 
judge there can be little doubt of the ultimate prosperity of the company. I am aware that opinions have been given by some not from 
a knowledge of the mine, that it would not prove remunerative. However, a knowledge of the present yield and an inspection of the mine will be 
sufficient to convince all croakers. It will take about a week before they will be fairly started, in both levels being engaged in laying tram roads 
along the main drives-Gippsland Times 
 
1870, June 17 Anchor of Hope Mining Company -The last crushing of 80 tons yielded 35oz of gold, and the battery now at work crushing, 
everything looking well-Argus 
 
1870, June 28 The Anchor of Hope Company (registered)- S after driving about 20 ft in the lower level, the vein has widened out 
considerably, and shows very good gold. With a strong vein underfoot in the upper stopes east of the winze, there is no material alteration; the 
stone being raised is of about the same quality and appearance. They have been engaged this week crushing during the day time, not having 
the mine sufficiently opened to get out stone fast enough to keep the mill going all the time. They will not probably wash up before next week. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1870, July 5 The Anchor of Hope Company (Registered) have put through 80 tons, taken mostly from the upper stopes, the yield being a 
little over 5 dwt to the ton. This is a small return, but most of this lot was taken from a portion of the mine that was not expected to average 
over 8 dwt, and had to be taken away to get the mine open; in fact a great deal of it should never have been sent to the mill, as the crushing of 
such stone is calculated to injure the character of the mine. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, July 12 The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) started work again this week and will continue driving the levels, and it is 
probable the mill will not be started again for a week or two until the levels are extended and the mine thoroughly opened; in fact it would only 
be a waste of labour, as, until the levels are driven in some distance further and stopes opened, it would be impossible to keep the mill going. -
Gippsland Times 
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1870, July 19 The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) are still continuing their lowest level. No improvement of any note in …… At the 
end of this week they will have the hopper and shoot full of stone, and will, I believe, commence crushing on Monday next. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, July 26 The Anchor of Hope Company (Registered) commenced crushing on Monday and will probably finish on Saturday, the yield 
is expected to be poor. Tenders have been called for driving the middle and lower level, a distance of 50 feet. Until these contracts are 
completed no wages men will be employed in the mine. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, August 2 The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) washed up this week, the yield as expected being poor. Both contracts for driving 
the levels have been taken. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, August  23 The Anchor of Hope  Company (registered)- Have driven a little over 50 feet in both levels, but the prospects of the mine 
cannot be said to have improved. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, September  6 The Anchor of Hope  Company (registered) – Are still continuing their lower tunnel, but have not yet succeeded in striking 
anything payable. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, September 10   The Anchor of Hope Company (Registered). - The contractors are making good progress with the low level, and have 
come on to a change of stone, but have not struck anything payable-Gippsland Times 
 
1870, September  20 The Anchor of Hope  Company (registered) have driven their lower level 50 ft farther, but have not obtained 
anything payable. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, October 11 The Anchor of Hope Company.(Registered), have still one man driving in, the lower level, but as yet no change forthe better 
is observable-Gippsland Times 
 
1870, December 10 (extract from letter to the Editor)…He starts off by telling us how much the Anchor of Hope (indecipherable   how much?). Is 
he the amateur manager that put so many men on the face that a wedge could not be driven between them? If so, no doubt he could……the 
amount was spent….and thereby explain a seeming little mystery……-Gippsland Times 
 
1870, December  17 The Anchor of Hope  Company (registered) have finished their last contract in driving the lower level: at the end of the drive 
they have a reef 18 inches wide, with a strong underlay, and inclined to cut out underfoot. No gold can be seen in the stone. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, December 13 Anchor of Hope, Crooked River .-The vein has put in again in low level drive with good looking stone, and a contract will be 
at once let to drive on it. -Argus 
 
1870, December 24 (December 20) The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) have let another contract for the continuation of their lower 
level. It could be the making of the district were good payable stone struck there, such as has been had before, and it certainly seems by no 
means improbable that the run of good stone should again be got onto. -Gippsland Times 
 
1870, December 31 (December 27) The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) have started again with a new contract for driving in their lower 
level still further, as they are determined to thoroughly prospect the ground where good payable stone is known to exist, and before very long 
they are almost certain of coming on the run of gold again, where so much patience and perseverance may look for a reward. -Gippsland Times 
 
1871, January 21 The Anchor of Hope Company (registered) are still driving on the reef in the lower level. No improvement has as yet been 
reported. -Gippsland Times 
 
1871, February 4 Anchor of Hope Company (registered) Crooked River The half-yearly general meeting of shareholders convened for 
Tuesday, January 31, lapsed, for want of a quorum-Argus 
 
1871, February  13 The last contractors have just taken another small contract of driving the tunnel another 25 feet with the view of finding 
payable stone if possible.-Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, February  14 Driving is still being continued in the lower level of the Anchor of Hope  Company (registered) , but as yet without 
improvement. -Gippsland Times 
 

1871, February 25 The Anchor of hope Company, Crooked River, have struck good gold in their lower the level.   
 
1871, March 14 Anchor of Hope Company (registered) –The run of gold-bearing stone has been traced for some forty feet along the reef 
now opened up. The vein in the face is an average depth of about 10 in., and during the last 3 or 4 ft a good deal broken up, and hardly showing 
any gold; the ground now being gone through is much harder than it has been for the last twenty feet or so, with a slight increase of water, 
though none to be of any inconvenience. A stope is to be taken out as few feet from the face, and a trial crushing of the stone obtained at the 
mill; which at the end of the week will be put into crushing order. The old workings of the top level have been let to tributors who have recently 
come across some very fair looking stone left there by the former proprietors. They have now raised some twenty tons of it, and commence 
crushing at the Company’s mill next Monday, when they look for a payable return, and intend putting on more men to work. -Gippsland Times 
 
1871, March 21 The tributers at the Anchor of Hope finished their crushing on Thursday last, and washed up on Friday; the result being 9 oz 
13 dwt from 20 tons, which yield, though small, is satisfactory to both the men and the company, as it pays the former good wages and the 
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latter their percentage and use of their machinery. The stone taken out of the lower level in driving the last 20 feet or so of the tunnel is now 
going through the mill on behalf of the company. Should this prove payable stopes will be at once out in and a large quantity of the stone can 
be obtained. -Gippsland Times 
 
1871, March 27 The Anchor of Hope is now being worked at the two levels, and the prospects now are more favourable than they have been 
for some time past. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, April 3 at the middle level are raising some pretty fair stone, but the lower level is not looking so well. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, June 9 Anchor of Hope, Crooked River , June 3.-In the low level the vein is from 6in. to 7in. in thickness, with a good deal of blank 
ground. A trial crushing of 28 tons gave 8oz. 12dwt 8gr. of gold. The upper workings are payable, tributers' last crashing of 40 tons having given 
12oz, 7dwt. of gold. Prospecting is being continued in both the upper and lower ground. -Argus 
 
1871, August  31 The Anchor of Hope Company Registered- The crushing lately finished of 23 tons yielded 25 oz. A fresh tribute is in 
contemplation. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, September 4 Another tribute for six months is now negotiating. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, December 4 
 

 
 
 A two years tribute has just been let. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1872, February 2 Anchor of Hope Mining Company, Crooked River.— The half-yearly general meeting of the above company was held at 49 
Collins-street west, on Wednesday, the 31st January. Authority was given to the directors to let the mine on tribute for two years. The report and 
audited statement of accounts submitted were adopted; the retiring directors and one additional director, - with the previous auditors, were re-
elected; and," after a vote of thanks to the chairman, the meeting closed. : -Age 
 
1872, March 7 Anchor of Hope, Crooked River. 4th March.—Nothing further to report. Tributers engaged   crushing. -Age; Argus 
 
1874, January 23 “Anchor”- this long abandoned reef has lately been taken up with the view of prospecting. There is no doubt that there is a 
“patch” yet in the claim for some fortunate party. Three small crushings have been had from this mine in the old time; the first yielded about 12 
dwt per ton; the second (about 18 tons) averaged 18 dwt; the third, the same quantity, did not pay, for packing and crushing, by about £6, but 
packing and crushing being now about one third what it was then, the present proprietors have a better chance. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1875, January  30 The bushfires in this region have pretty near exhausted themselves, for very good reason but little is left to burn, as the 
whole country for miles around has been laid under contribution, and “black country” would be no misnomer for it.  Even the creeks are no 
longer” wearing of the green”. Grass can now be quoted at a premium and charcoal at a decided discount. The devouring element has been 
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somewhat rough on mining plants, as in addition to the destruction of the Western battery, the Kent drum and hopper and about 100 yards of 
the tramway have been destroyed; also all that remained of the old Union battery. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1881, April 13 Mr. J. Caughey is expected up here in the course of a week, with a view of getting the Mornington and Western batteries 
shifted. -Gippsland Times 
 
1881, April 27 Mr. J. Caughey and his assistants are also busy dismantling the Western battery and it will also be numbered with the past, 
as far as this locality is concerned. -Gippsland Times 
 
1881, June 1 The boiler from the Western battery- which is intended for the Eureka Co’s works- was hauled up to the Grant road on 
Saturday. -Gippsland Times 

 
Leases 
 
Location  between branches of Jungle Ck 
 
Lease Number 296 (Beechworth) 
 
Applicant  Frederick Halifax  
 
Date Applied 4.5.65 
 
Area, acres 10.0.0 
 
Investment   £16 000 
 
Rental       £10/-/- 
 
Gazetted  4.8.65 
 
Employment- First 6 months  4 
                       Subsequently  8 
 
Void  9.4.67  
 
 
 
 
Name  New Bendigo Quartz Mining Co 
 
Location  Grant 
 
Lease Number 171 
 
Applicant  Constantine Shiras Holme 
 
Date Applied 1.12.69 
 
Area, acres 4.2.2 
 
Investment   £1000 
 
Rental      £4/10/- 
 
Gazetted  13.5.70 
 
Employment- First 6 months  2 
                       Subsequently 4 
 
Void  23.5.73    
   
 
171 GP 
 
called the Anchor of Hope by Constantine Shiraz Holme Granted 2.5.70, expired (void) 12.5.73 
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Date. 

 
Division and sub 
division and Name 
of Company. 

 
 
Where quartz was 
obtained. 

 

 
 
Average Yield of 
Gold per ton. 

 
Total Yield of 
Gold. 

Remarks relative to the 

obtained &c. 

 Crooked River 
Division 

 tons oz. 
 

dwt. oz. dwt.  

March  
1871 

Anchor of Hope New Bendigo 35 0 6 12 0 60 to 200 feet 

From The Mining Surveyors’ Returns. Crooked River Division   
 
“This reef was worked from a tunnel driven on the line by the new Bendigo Company.  Recorded yields – “ 
 

1867 112  tons       for 89 ounces 
1868 90  94  
1870 202  72  
1871 105  53  
     

 
Unpublished Report, Dept of Mines Victoria, No. 26, Grant and Dargo Goldfields, 12th March, 1947. 
 
The quartz they are taking out at the present time will pay working expenses”.   Mining Surveyors Reports, March, 1871 

 
 

There is part of a battery structure and several artifacts, including some that indicate that women lived there.

This is at 1535, 6475. No battery was found below, and this piece of metal may have been used as a lintel 
 

 

 
 

Halfway between the waterfall junction of Palmerston and Western Creek was a flat area with a very large hu tsite. 

Anchor of Hope   
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General Caveats 

Because of the intervening years and rapid regrowth, sites described in these pages may no 
longer be easily or safely visited. 

Adits and shafts may be unstable, or contain foul air. We do not recommend entering adits or 
shafts.

Your preparation should include a carefully prepared backpack. 

In particular please note:- 

Walking in the Grant area, off defined tracks is dangerous. In at many places we found shafts 
hidden, with no visible mullock;  One of these is in the gully where you would naturally walk from 
the road to the Union adit, and looks as if it may be an air shaft about 30m deep. Another is on 
Britannia spur between upper and lower Britannia adits. Probably the deepest shaft, with fish-fern 
covering the shaft, is at the Hibernia.

At this altitude, even in summer, the weather can change in an instant from fine and warm to an 
icy blizzard. Take appropriate clothes in your backpack. 

The steepness of spurs, and remoteness of sites, requires fitness. Finding some of these mines 
is nothing like normal bush walking on formed and known trails. 

In particular, the amount of water you will need through a Summer’s day is more than you may 
think.  A packet of water purifying pills in your kit is good insurance.

Isolation means help is not going to be easy to find. Plan accordingly. Leave accurate maps of 
your intentions. Arrange for adequate communications, including a personal distress beacon. 

Carry a GPS and maps, with a backup compass. Some gullies are so steep your GPS, distress 
beacon, or sat-phone will not work correctly. Scrub is so thick in places you can easily become 
disoriented.

Snakes are not a real problem, except that on traversing steep slopes, your head may be very 
close to “baskers.” 

We have stumbled across huge European Wasp nests. Disturbing one may be a disaster. Wear a 
hat with a drop net, and have anti-histamine pills in your pack. Not equal to an epi-pen, but may 
be sufficient to save a  life. (NOT medical advice, get your own, just noting what I do!) 

Stumbles, trips and slips possibly present the greatest worry. A broken bone in isolated country is 
a major! Consider a walking party size of at least four for remote walks, so no one has to be left 
unaccompanied.

Some adits have a winze (shaft) in the floor. Carry a good torch! 

Some regrowth is so thick that visibility may only be a metre. Keep together! 

Of concern to many who now walk in remote bush is the wild dog, or more particularly, packs of 
wild cross bred dogs. How you prepare for this is up to you. I see the air horn is popular in the 
USA.  

Essential! Learn to use a walking pole. The extra balance point and leverage makes 
descendng steep slopes easy. 



(General caveat, continued)
Parks Victoria warns against entering mines.

Apart from danger from rock falls, we again draw your attention to hazards that may not
be evident.

1. Winze on the floor of an adit, covered with planks that are now  rotten. Photo, below right is 
on the floor of the Triumph adit. Similar in Good Hope #4 adit, and upper Britannia adit.

2. Shafts not marked, or not evident.
   Example:- As you walk off the Union Spur Track down the gully to the Union mine, 
there is an air shaft, about 30m deep. It has absolutely no mullock heap  to flag its presence. 
Photo, below left,  was taken after the fires, but at our last visit this shaft is hidden in light 
bracken.  

3. Erosion around open cuts. This picture below shows a one metre overhang (located between 
the Union adit and Grant township), which if walked on would dump you 6m down an open stope.  
 

4. Loose rocks. After the fires, and subsequent downpours, a lot of topsoil washed away, leaving 
whole hillsides covered in “scree”

5. Bad air. Jack Treasure abandoned the Treasury mine because of it, and an early  tragedy at 
Clifton Creek, where two miners died attests that the problem is real. Do a dust test for moving air 
just inside the entrance if you are entering.
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